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CREATE A MODERN POWDER ROOM USING BLACK SHIPLAP
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STEP 1: REMOVE MOLDING AND ORIGINAL PANELING

The first step when installing floor to ceiling shiplap, especially in a tight space, is to remove as much as possible. We removed the wall molding I’d

installed years ago, baseboards, toilet and the pedestal sink – a temporary fix I’d installed because of major drama with the original vanity I’d ordered.

More on that to come later.
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STEP 2: INSTALL FROM THE TOP DOWN

The first step when installing floor to ceiling shiplap, especially in a tight space, is to remove as much as possible. We removed the wall molding I’d

installed years ago, baseboards, toilet and the pedestal sink – a temporary fix I’d installed because of major drama with the original vanity I’d ordered.

More on that to come later.

Tip: it’s best to install shiplap from the top down since you’ll likely have an uneven piece of shiplap, and it’ll be harder for the eye to see any

imperfections at the base.



STEP 3: MITER EDGES FOR A FINISHED LOOK 

For the corners, we mitered the edges to meet each corner, a tedious task which meant the installation took two days.



Once installed, we filled in gaps with caulk, then sanded and painted. I chose Behr’s “Limousine Leather” (eggshell finish) – paint and primer in one for

the shiplap, a great way to avoid the extra step of priming first. I considered painting the door and trim in black as well, but decided to leave them

white. Since the room is windowless, I didn’t want it to feel like a cave. The white molding was also a great foil for the vanity countertop.

Tip: Black is a very unforgiving paint color, so painting with precision is key. It’s imperative to cut in between each groove as you paint to avoid seeing

the white from the original wood. This may mean allowing the paint to dry then checking each crevice a day or two later to touch up missed areas.

Once the paint was dry, it was time to reinstall the finishing touches. We discovered a problem: my old toilet couldn’t fit. The thickness of the shiplap

added almost ½-inch thickness to the wall, not enough room for a toilet that had a rough in of 12 in. We needed to install a toilet with a 10-in. rough,

which worked out well since I purchased a less bulky one that what we had previously.

Tip: Check the rough-in on your existing toilet so you can be prepared to replace if needed.



And there you have it! Finally, a powder room I can be proud to give my stamp of approval.

Follow our Bathroom Design Ideas board on Pinterest for more inspiring decor ideas. Find more inspiration to decorate your living room for

your style in our Bathroom Ideas on The Home Depot Blog.

To create your own black shiplap powder room, shop shiplap and other appearance boards at The Home Depot.




